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Claimant was represented by Mr. Kevin M. O'Dwyer, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,

Arkansas.

Respondent No. 1 was represented by Ms. Melissa Wood, Attorney at Law,

Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent No. 2 was represented by Mr. David Simmons, Attorney at Law,

Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent No. 3 was represented by Ms. Christy King, Attorney at Law,

Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On July 28, 2009, the above captioned claim came on for a hearing in

Little Rock, Arkansas.  A prehearing conference was conducted on May 12, 2009,

and a Prehearing Order was entered on that same date.  A copy of the

Prehearing Order was marked as Commission Exhibit "1", and made a part of the
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record herein without objection, subject to any modifications made at the full

hearing.

At the full hearing, the parties agreed to the following stipulations:

1) The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2) The employee-employer-carrier relationship existed at all

relevant times, including August 24, 2003.

3) The parties agreed the claimant's compensation rates are

$440.00 per week for temporary total disability and $330.00

per week for permanent partial disability.

4) Claimant sustained a compensable neck injury on August 24,

2003, for which the claimant was assigned a 6% whole body

impairment.  The claimant's 6% whole body impairment rating

was accepted by Respondent No. 1.

5) All previous Orders entered by the Commission are res

judicata and are hereby incorporated by reference.

6) The parties agree that the previous full hearing transcript and

all accompanying documents from the May 19, 2005, full

hearing shall be incorporated by reference.

At the full hearing, the parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1) Whether the claimant sustained a compensable right shoulder

injury by specific incident on August 24, 2003.  (T.  pg. 89,

lines 4-17)

2) Whether the claimant sustained compensable gradual onset

bilateral carpal tunnel injuries.

3) Whether the claimant is permanently and totally disabled or

in the alternative entitled to wage loss disability in excess of
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his 6% impairment.

4) End of healing period determination with regard to claimant's

right shoulder and carpal tunnel injuries.  (T. pg. 90, lines 20-

24)

5) Second Injury Fund liability.

6) Statute of limitations defense and notice defense with regard

to the claimant's carpal tunnel claims.

At the full hearing, the claimant contended, in summary, the following:

1) That he was working for the respondent on or about

August 24, 2003, when the cab of his truck fell on him, injuring

his neck, back, and shoulders.

2) That the Commerce & Industry Insurance Company was the

employer's workers' compensation carrier at the time of the

injury.

3) As a result of working with the respondent, Justice Farms, he

had a gradual onset of bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.

4) That he is now permanently and totally disabled, or in the

alternative entitled to wage loss disability.

5) That he waived vocational rehabilitation for good cause.

At the full hearing, Respondent No. 1 contended, in summary, the

following:

1) Claimant did not sustain a compensable injury in the form of

bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.

2) Medical documentation shows the claimant's carpal tunnel

and bilateral polyneuropathy are not associated with the

claimant's work related injury and are associated with a
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preexisting diabetic condition.

3) Respondent No. 1  affirmatively raises the statute of

limitations and notice defenses with regard to the claimant's

carpal tunnel syndrome claim.

4) Respondent No. 1 contends that all appropriate benefits have

been paid with regard to the claimant's cervical spine injury.

5) The claimant has been released to return to work by Dr.

Carle.

6) The claimant is not entitled to benefits beyond his permanent

impairment rating, but in the event he is found to be so

entitled, respondents contend additional benefits would be the

responsibility of the Second Injury Fund.

7) Claimant is not permanently and totally disabled.

8) Respondent No. 1 contends that as far as for claimant's

request for medical expenses, the doctrine of res judicata

bars the claimant's claim for additional medical treatment as

the Opinion of 8/12/05 showed that claimant failed to sustain

his burden of proof for additional medical.

9) No wage loss entitlement because rehabilitation has been

waived.  In addition to the fact that rehab was waived,

Respondent No. 1 contends that the medical records do not

support wage loss entitlement.

10) Claimant did not sustain compensable bilateral shoulder

injuries.

At the full hearing, Respondent No. 2, Second Injury Fund, contended, in

summary, the following:

1) The claimant has waived vocational rehabilitation benefits

and is, therefore, not entitled to wage loss disability pursuant
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to A.C.A. § 11-9-505(b)(3) and the case law.

2) That the claimant's August 24, 2003, injury standing alone

and not in combination with any preexisting injury or condition

and subsequent injuries and conditions are the cause of

claimant's current condition.

3) To the extent that the claimant had a preexisting degenerative

disk disease that that was a latent unknown condition either

to the employer or to the claimant at the time of the injury.

Respondent No. 3, Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund,

contended at the prehearing, in summary, the following:

1) Pursuant to A.C.A. § 11-9-525(b)(1), Second Injury Fund

liability must be determined prior to consideration of the

Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund liability.  

2) If the Second Injury Fund is found to not have liability and the

claimant is found to be permanently and totally disabled, the

Trust Fund stands ready to commence weekly benefits in

compliance with A.C.A. § 11-9-502.  

3) Therefore, the Trust Fund has not controverted the claimant’s

entitlement to benefits.

DISCUSSION

The claimant worked as a commercial truck driver driving a cattle truck for

the respondent employer on August 24, 2003.  While attempting to check the oil

in his truck the claimant sustained an admittedly compensable injury to his neck.

The claimant testified as follows regarding the August 24, 2003, incident:

Q And on August 24th, 2003 what happened when you – 
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A Well, I was at W oodward, Oklahoma.  I was going to check

my oil just before I'd headed back.  And I put my foot in there

and I went to pull the hood back, and it didn't let go.  So I was

going to give it that big hard yank with a lot of weight.  And my

right foot slipped out of the hold, and it slid down the bumper

and sort of went under it.

Q Okay.

A And my left foot gave away and I was falling.  So I was still

holding onto the hood and I had this hand bracing me.  And

the hood gave loose and was coming over.  So I figured, you

know, as long as I braced myself and held onto the hood I

wouldn't hit the ground hard.  But when the two safety cables

broke on each side of that hood that let me go all to the – hit

the ground real hard.  W hich I caught this hand way back, and

this one here as it come – the hood came over it hit me.

At first – first I fell sort of to the right, and as it kept coming

over my head had already popped to the left.  And as the

hood came over and hit this sort of shoulder it brought me

back around and popped me back this-a-way.  Well, I had the

right foot under the hood; my left foot was nearly under this

right leg.  There was no way I could have – I tried to get away

from it, and I couldn't.

Q Okay.

A So it – it jabbed me into the ground.

(T. pp. 30-31, lines 22-25 & 1-21)

As a result of the incident described by the claimant above on August 24,

2003, claimant contends that he sustained a compensable right shoulder injury.

Claimant also alleges compensable gradual onset bilateral carpal tunnel injuries

due to his work for the respondent employer.  The claimant points to his driving
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and other duties associated with his employment as reasons for his bilateral

carpal tunnel syndrome.  The claimant testified as follows regarding the

numerous other duties he was responsible for in addition to driving the cattle

truck:

Q And what did – hauling cattle, what does that entail?  I mean,

what are you – do you just sit behind a truck and back it up

and – or what?

A No, sir.  I loaded my own cattle.  I unloaded my cattle.  I

checked my cattle three to five times a night from Camden,

Arkansas to the panhandle of Texas, New Mexico, Kansas.

I had to make sure that the cattle were safe, good condition;

make sure that they were standing.

I had to climb all over that trailer three to five times a night to

check them cattle to make sure they were still standing up.

Because if they didn't and they were – they got down they die

in about 15 minutes because of the methane gas that was

from the waste of the cattle.

(T. pg. 22, lines 7-19)

Following the August 24, 2003, incident in which the claimant sustained his

admittedly compensable neck injury, he testified that he went on a couple more

runs for the respondent employer before receiving medical treatment.  The

claimant testified that he is now permanently and totally disabled due to his

current medical conditions.

A review of the medical records and the claimant's testimony at the full

hearing reveals that the claimant had an automobile accident in 1983 in which he
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sustained a neck injury.  The claimant testified that he had a herniated disk in his

neck which required surgical fusion.  A review of the claimant's medical records

also show that he had a prior longstanding diabetes condition.  

ADJUDICATION

The claimant alleges a compensable right shoulder injury by specific

incident on August 24, 2003.  In order to prove a compensable injury as a result

of a specific incident that is identifiable by time and place of occurrence, a

claimant must establish: 1) proof by a preponderance of the evidence of an injury

arising out of and in the course of his employment ; 2) proof by a preponderance

of the evidence that the injury caused internal or external harm to the body that

required medical services; 3) medical evidence supported by objective findings,

establishing the injury; and 4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the

injury was caused by a specific incident and identifiable by time and place of

occurrence.   A.C.A. § 11-9-102(4).   If the claimant fails to establish by a

preponderance of the evidence any of the requirements for establishing the

compensability of a claim, compensation must be denied.  Mikel v. Engineered

Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W .2d 876 (1997).

After considering the medical evidence and other related factors, I find the

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he

sustained a compensable right shoulder injury arising out of and in the course of
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his employment.  I base my decision on a number of factors.  First, it must be

noted that an MRI was conducted on the claimant's right shoulder on

February 17, 2007, which revealed advanced degenerative arthrosis and

tendinosis.  (R1, Ex. 2, pg. 72) The claimant bears the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that his right shoulder injury arose out of and in

the course of his employment with the respondents as a result of the August 24,

2003, specific incident.  The MRI clearly shows there are no acute findings of

injury with regard to the claimant's right shoulder.

Further, claimant's credibility with regard to the cause of his right shoulder

problems is suspect.  The medical records show that the claimant also had a

shoulder injury as a result of the 1983 motor vehicle accident which caused his

need for a cervical fusion.  (R1, Ex. 2, pg. 62) However, when questioned about

any type of a shoulder injury arising out of the 1983 motor vehicle accident, the

claimant's testimony was in direct contradiction to the medical records.  

Q All right.  I'm looking more directly now at your VA records.

It looks like on October 8 th of 2005 you told your doctor at the

VA that you had a motor vehicle accident in 1983 that

resulted in head and shoulder injuries, is that correct?

A No, I did not tell them that.  In '83 – 

Q So if their records show that – 

A – I had a neck deal, and that was it.
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Q You didn't tell them that you also had a shoulder injury?

A No, I did not.

(T. pg. 69, lines 17-25) 

Again, the medical records show that on January 9, 2007, claimant's doctor

noted that, “The patient has had pain in his shoulder for many years.  He notes

a number of injuries in his past that have caused pain in his shoulder.  Most

recently a couple of weeks ago, he had vertigo and he slipped and fell onto his

shoulder.”  (R1, Ex. 2, pg. 67)   When specifically asked whether he had fallen a

few weeks prior to the January 9, 2007, report, the claimant testified that he did

not fall and specifically rebutted the medical record.  (T. pg. 71, lines 7-12)   Once

again, the medical records are in direct conflict with the claimant's testimony.

The claimant repeatedly testified that his shoulder problems were a direct result

of his August 24, 2003, accident.  However, the statement the claimant made to

his doctor was that he had “a number of injuries in the past that has caused pain

in his shoulder.”

The claimant had degenerative problems in his right shoulder as well as

tendinosis.  However, I do not find that the claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that such degenerative conditions are causally

related to the August 24, 2003, incident.  Couple the claimant's degenerative

problems with the medical records which show that claimant has had a “number”
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of incidents of injury to his shoulder that cause his shoulder pain leaves this

examiner to find that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained a compensable right shoulder injury by specific

incident on August 24, 2003.

The claimant has also alleged compensable bilateral carpal tunnel injuries.

In Kildow v. Baldwin Piano & Organ, 33 Ark. 335, 969 S.W.2d 190 (1998), the

Supreme Court recognized that carpal tunnel syndrome constitutes a gradual

onset injury.  Therefore, claimant need not demonstrate that it was caused by

rapid repetitive motion.  Compensability is established through proof by a

preponderance of the evidence that: 1) the injury arose out of and in the course

of his or her employment ; 2) the injury caused internal or external physical harm

to the body that required medical services or resulted in disability or death; and,

3)   the injury was a major cause of the disability or need for treatment.  A.C.A.

§ 11-9-102(4) (A)(ii)(E)(ii).  Also, a compensable injury must be established by

medical evidence supported by objective findings. A.C.A. § 11-9-102(4)(D). 

Based on the medical records and the claimant's testimony, I find that the

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he

sustained compensable gradual onset carpal tunnel injuries that arose out of and

in the course of his employment.  The claimant testified that he had worked on

and off as a truck driver for various firms for most of his life.  W ith regard to the
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respondent employer, Justice Farms, the claimant testified that his most recent

stint with Justice Farms was two years before prior to the August 24, 2003,

incident.  Therefore, the question becomes whether the claimant's bilateral carpal

tunnel syndrome injuries arose out of and in the course of his two year

employment with the respondent employer prior to the August 24, 2003, incident.

Dr. Carle's report found at Respondent No. 1's Exhibit 2, page 28, shows that the

claimant admitted to Dr. Carle that he had had some hand pain and tingling with

climbing type activities for three to five months prior to the August 24, 2003,

incident.  However, when specifically questioned on whether he told Dr. Carle he

had pain and tingling prior to the accident the claimant responded, “No, I did not

do that.”  (T. pg. 66, lines 18-20)   Once again, the claimant's testimony is not in

line with the medical evidence.  W ith continued questioning, the claimant

ultimately admitted to having pain and tingling in his hands in the winter months

prior to August 24, 2003.  The claimant attributed the tingling to frostbite.  

The most compelling evidence that does not preponderate in favor of the

claimant is a medical report found at Respondent No. 1's Exhibit 2, page 75,

which states: “EMG nerve conduction, which was done in January 2000, shows

severe bilateral carpal tunnel . . .”  Clearly, if the claimant was diagnosed with

severe carpal tunnel syndrome in January of 2000, it could not be said that the

claimant's current carpal tunnel condition arose out of and in the course of his
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employment with Justice Farms.  Additionally, a February 21, 2005, medical

report from Dr. Dedman states, “Also some vague tingling in his fingers of his

right hand he says he has had since the military.”  (R1, Ex. 2, pg. 51) Again, when

specifically questioned what Dr. Dedman's medical report stated regarding

tingling in his fingers since he was in the military, the claimant's testimony was

in direct contradiction to Dr. Dedman's report.

Q Okay.  It looks like on February 21st of 2005 you went into Dr.

Dedman and indicated to him that you had tingling in your

fingers of your right hand since you were in the military; is that

correct?

A No.  I didn't have no tingling when I went in the military.

Q So you're saying if his report shows that it's not correct?

A No.  I was perfect when I went into the service.  The only thing

I had in the service when I came out is they – the tips of these

two fingers was clipped off.

Q All right.

A I got a disability.

(T. pp. 67-68, lines 24-25 & 1-11)

When taking into consideration how replete the claimant's testimony is with

inconsistencies and after a thorough review of the medical records, it is clear to

this examiner that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained compensable gradual onset bilateral carpal tunnel
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injuries which arose out of and in the course of his employment with Justice

Farms.  Therefore, issues numbers four and six which are outlined herein are

rendered moot.

The claimant contends that he is now permanently and totally disabled due

to his compensable injury.  “Permanent total disability” means inability, because

of compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn any meaningful wages in

the same or other employment. A.C.A. § 11-9-519(e)(1).  The burden of proof

shall be on the employee to prove inability to earn any meaningful wages in the

same or other employment. A.C.A. § 11-9-519(e)(2).  The same factors that are

considered when analyzing wage loss disability claims are usually considered

when analyzing permanent and total disability claims.  See A.C.A. § 11-9-519(c);

Cross v. Crawford Memorial Hospital, 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W .2d 886 (1996).

In determining wage loss disability, in addition to the percentage of permanent

physical impairment, the Commission may take into consideration such factors

as the claimant's age, education, work experience, and other matters reasonably

expected to affect his or her earning capacity. A.C.A. § 11-9-522(b)(1).  Such

other matters include motivation, post-injury income, credibility, demeanor, and

a multitude of other factors.  Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685

(1961).

The claimant, age 67, received his GED while in the military.  The claimant
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testified that he spent most of his working life as a truck driver but also owned

several businesses in the past.  (T. pg. 54, lines 23-25) Among the businesses

the claimant testified that he owned were cattle farms and catfish farms.  The

claimant also testified that in the past he has owned his own commercial trucks

and had his own trucking operation.  Based on my previous findings herein and

in other Orders of the Commission, the only compensable injury the claimant has

sustained is a compensable neck injury which resulted in a 6% whole body

impairment rating.  The claimant also had a non-work related cervical fusion as

a result of a motor vehicle accident in 1983, has diabetes, has degenerative

conditions in his right shoulder, and bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome dating back

to January of 2000.

Doctors' opinions on the claimant's functional ability range from one end

of the spectrum to the other.  The medical records contained in the record herein

show that Dr. Carle found that the claimant could return to work with no

restrictions to full duty.  On the other side of the coin, there is a report from Dr.

Anton Petrash which states that the claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

It must be noted Dr. Petrash attributes much of the claimant's inability to work to

his panic disorder and psychiatric conditions.  (Cl. Ex. 1, pg. 34)

Taking all the factors outlined above into consideration, I find that the

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he is
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permanently and totally disabled.  As stated above, one factor is the claimant's

6% anatomical impairment rating and his subsequent release to return to work.

Additionally, it must be noted that credibility is also a factor to be considered and

once again it must be noted that the claimant's testimony was replete with

inconsistencies regarding his true physical condition.

W hile I have found that the claimant is not permanently and totally

disabled, permanent partial disability benefits in the form of wage loss must be

analyzed.  In considering claims for permanent partial disability benefits in excess

of the employee's permanent physical impairment, the Commission may take into

account, in addition to the percentage of permanent physical impairment, such

factors as the employee's age, education, work experience, and other matters

reasonably expected to affect his future earning capacity. A.C.A. § 11-9-

522(b)(1).

Respondent No. 1 and Respondent No. 2, the Second Injury Fund,

contends that since the claimant waived vocational rehabilitation that he is barred

from additional wage loss disability benefits in excess of his permanent

impairment rating of 6% pursuant to A.C.A. § 11-9-505(b)(3).  I disagree with

Respondent No. 1 and Respondent No. 2, the Second Injury Fund, positions

regarding the A.C.A. § 11-9-505(b)(3) defense.  The Full Commission in Steven

Tucker v. Cooper Standard Automotive, Inc., Claim No. F012745, Full
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Commission Opinion filed April 29, 2009, specifically stated: “An employer relying

upon the defense enumerated in §11-9-505(b)(3) must show that the claimant

refused to participate in a program of vocational rehabilitation or job-placement

assistance, or, through some other affirmative action, indicated an unwillingness

to cooperate in those endeavors, and that such refusal to cooperate was without

any reasonable cause. See Burris v. L&B Moving Storage, 83 Ark. App. 290, 123

S.W .3d 123 (2003).

I find that Respondent No. 1 and Respondent No. 2 has failed to show that

the claimant's refusal to participate or waiver to participate in vocational

rehabilitation was without any reasonable cause.  Additionally, I find that the

claimant's waiver of vocational rehabilitation was with cause.  Even though I have

found that many of the claimant's conditions are non-compensable, that in and of

itself does not mean that the claimant's waiver of vocational rehabilitation was

without reasonable cause.  

When considering the claimant's age, education, work experience, medical

evidence, motivation, credibility, and post-injury income, claimant has proven by

a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to 14% wage loss disability

benefits over and above his stipulated 6% whole body impairment.  I find that

claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to the

additional 14% wage loss disability benefits as they were sustained as a result
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of his compensable neck injury.  I find that claimant's compensable injury was the

major cause of his additional 14% wage loss disability.  I further find that this 14%

impairment to the claimant's wage earning capacity is attributable to the

combined effects of his stipulated compensable neck injury and his preexisting

cervical impairment as a result of the motor vehicle accident in 1983.

The Arkansas Supreme Court identified the requirements for Second Injury

Fund liability as follows in Mid-State Constr. Co . v. Second Injury Fund, 295 Ark.

1, 746 S.W .2d 539 (1988):

It is clear that the liability of the Fund comes into question only after

three hurdles have been overcome. First, the employee must have

suffered a compensable injury at his present place of employment.

Second, prior to that injury the employee must have had a

permanent partial disability or impairment. Third, the disability or

impairment must have combined with the recent compensable injury

to produce the current disability status.

In the present case, I find the first two hurdles are met.  The claimant

sustained an admittedly compensable cervical injury on August 24, 2003, which

resulted in the stipulated 6% whole body impairment, and prior to that injury, the

claimant sustained additional impairment to his neck as a result of his 1983

automobile accident which resulted in a cervical fusion.  The medical records

clearly show that the claimant did undergo a cervical fusion as a result of the

1983 motor vehicle accident and I find that due to that injury and cervical fusion

the employee must have had a permanent partial disability or impairment.  
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The Second Injury Fund contends that the claimant cannot satisfy the third

hurdle arguing that the most recent injury is solely responsible for the claimant's

current disability status.  The record does indicate that the claimant was able to

return to his regular duties as a truck drive with no identifiable work restrictions

from the time that he recovered from his 1983 cervical fusion.  However, in

Second Injury Fund v. Exxon Tiger Mart, Inc., 70 Ark. App. 101, 15 S.W.3d 345

(2000), the Court determined that this third hurdle was satisfied under

circumstances where the injured worker continued to work following injury and

surgery and impairment.  The Commission and the Courts have never indicated

that a preexisting spinal impairment and a second spinal injury must both occur

at the same level of the spine in order for the two to combine to produce the

current disability status.  See Pollard v. Meridian Aggregates, Full Workers'

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed December 22, 2004 (F004974).  I find

that all three hurdles outlined in Mid-State have been met.  As such, I find that the

facts in this case establish that the Second Injury Fund, not Justice Farms, has

liability for the claimant's permanent partial disability wage loss benefits at issue

in this claim.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents, and other matters properly before the Commission and having had
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an opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are hereby made

in accordance with A.C.A. § 11-9-704:

1) The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction over this claim.

2) The stipulations agreed to by the parties and recited herein

are reasonable and are hereby accepted as fact.

3) The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is now permanently and totally disabled.

4) The claimant has sustained a 14% permanent partial

disability to his wage earning capacity, in excess of the 6%

permanent anatomical impairment accepted by Respondent

No. 1.

5) The Second Injury Fund is liable for the 14% permanent

partial wage loss disability benefits awarded herein.

6) Since the Second Injury Fund has controverted the claimant's

claim for permanent partial disability benefits in the form of

wage loss awarded herein, the Second Injury Fund is liable

for the maximum attorney's fees pursuant to A.C.A. § 11-9-

715(a)(2)(A).

7) The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained a compensable right shoulder

injury by specific incident on August 24, 2003.

8) The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained compensable gradual onset

bilateral carpal tunnel injuries while employed by the

respondent.

9) Issues numbers four and six outlined herein are rendered
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moot.

AWARD

The Second Injury Fund is directed to pay benefits and attorney's fees in

accordance with the findings set forth herein, all accrued sums shall be paid in

a lump sum without discount and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate

until paid, pursuant to A.C.A. § 11-9-809.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

S. DALE DOUTHIT

Administrative Law Judge

SDD/pjb


